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Case study 
Access to Internet-of-Things 

This white paper is a case study on managing user access to IoT using miaa Access - miaa Guard’s 
unique access management system. The case study demonstrates how miaa Access controls access 
by multiple different types of users of IoT devices in a trusted, secure way. The case study uses a 
smartlock as an example in IoT. 

The IoT device 

An has bought a new apartment and she would like to install a smartlock onto her front-door. An 
has learnt that a smartlock would allow her to easily give people access to enter her apartment 
when she’s not at home. She chooses to buy a smartlock from jLock Inc. Naturally, she wants to 
have it installed by a certified locksmith, and so, she contacts a certified smartlock installer 
company. 

 

So what? 

miaa® Access enables the smartlock vendor to securely delegate user management to the owner: 
the locksmith, the owner, family members, the repairman, the babysitter and others who use or 
maintain the lock. And by adopting open industry standards, miaa Access makes security of the IoT 
deployment fully interoperable and compatible with mobile app frameworks. 

D For the techies. 

The JLock smartlock is managed by jLock’s IoT platform, typically using a digital twin. Instructions given by 
users are in fact sent to the IoT platform, which then forwards the instruction to the smartlock, typically using 
its own IoT protocol. miaa Access controls usage of the smartlock between the user and the IoT platform. 
Additionally miaa Access can secure the communication from the IoT platform to the smartlock (as long as the 
link supports https). 

Registering the locksmith 

Let’s say Patrick is a certified locksmith. His boss tells him to register with jLock Inc. so that he can 
install and initialise jLock smartlocks. 

Patrick opens the jLock Pro app and registers. Since Patrick is a certified professional, he will provide 
his certificate number along with his name. 
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During this registration, a user profile is created for Patrick with an attribute “certified installer”. 
Patrick’s profile is then verified against jLock’s CRM. Since the CRM contains all the professionals 
vetted and trained by jLock Inc., it can confirm or disapprove Patrick’s claim that he’s a certified 
locksmith. 

So what? 

miaa® Access enables the registration process to be self-managed: the locksmith himself makes the 
claim of being a certified professional, while miaa Access will verify this against the CRM. This 
process is called identity-proofing and does not (need to) involve back office staff. 

D For the techies. 

miaa Access integrates with a third-party’s identity management platform and provide access management 
for users that are stored within that platform. As such, the identity of Patrick will not actually be stored with 
miaa Access, but instead will be stored on jLock’s own identity management platform. 

The verification step undertaken by miaa Access is performed by calling the API of a designated authoritative 
source, which in this case is jLock’s CRM. This process is known in the industry as ‘identity proofing’, a function 
offered by miaa Access. 

The attribute ‘is certified installer’ is entered by the user, Patrick, himself. This attribute, however, has the 
status of ‘pending’ until miaa Access has verified Patrick’s certification against the CRM. Once Patrick’s 
certification has been confirmed, the status of Patrick’s attribute changes to ‘approved’. 

miaa Access is built on OAuth 2.0, an open protocol that allows secure authorisation in a simple and 
standardised way from third-party applications accessing online services. The result of the identity proofing is 
included as a ‘claim’ in the OAuth 2.0 access token so that any API platform that is in the trust domain (which 
in this case is jLock’s IoT platform) can now recognise Patrick as a certified installer. This allows Patrick to 
initialise and operate smartlocks using jLock’s IoT platform. 

Initialising control of the smartlock 

Patrick will now be installing a smartlock for An. To start this process, he’ll register it first as an IoT 
identity at jLock. Next to the serial number, he’ll add metadata such as the physical location details 
and the date of installation to complete to registration of the smartlock as an IoT identity. 
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By completing the IoT registration, Patrick links himself with the smartlock. In fact, a relation is 
established from Patrick’s user profile to the smartlock’s IoT identity. This relation is of type ‘is 
installer of’ and has a status ‘active’. 

 

Since Patrick has an active relation with the smartlock, his app will be authorised to manage and 
operate the smartlock. For example, when Patrick wants to open the smartlock, he presses the 
‘Open’ button on the app, whereby the app will use Patrick's authorisation. As long as Patrick has 
the authorisation specific to An’s smartlock, he can operate it. 

 

So what? 

miaa® Access enables IoT devices to be regarded as identities with which users establish a 
relationship. Building relationships between users and devices is very similar to networking on 

is installer of…
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social media. With miaa Access, device control is controlled by the type of relation a user has with 
the device rather than being based on permissions and roles assigned by a back office. 

D For the techies. 

Since the access tokens used by miaa Access are bearer OAuth 2.0 tokens according to OIDC as opposed to 
opaque reference tokens, the IoT platform can interpret the authorisations in the access token. It can also trust 
the access token by verifying the digital signature using the miaa Access public key found at the miaa JWKS 
endpoint. 

In determining the authorisation for the user to operate the device, miaa Access applies a given security policy 
that outlines who and under which conditions someone is authorised. In applying the policy it will use 
information about the user and the IoT device stored in your identity management platform as well as the 
relationship between the user and device. miaa Access allows security policies to be refined at any time after 
which the new policy will be applied by miaa Access for any future access request. 

Since Patrick has an active relation with the smartlock, his app will receive a fresh access token from miaa 
Access. This access token contains the authorisation to operate this specific smartlock. When Patrick wants to 
open the smartlock, he presses the ‘Open’ button on the app. The app then passes Patrick's access token on to 
the IoT platform, which will then pass on the ‘open’ instruction to the smartlock and the smartlock will open. 
As long as Patrick has a valid access token containing this specific authorisation, he can operate the smartlock. 

The significance is that the IoT platform does not need to know Patrick’s identity. In fact, it does not need to 
know anybody’s identity; it only needs to verify the validity of access tokens and check whether the 
authorisation is present to operate the specific lock. This vastly simplifies the design of the IoT platform: it does 
not need to manage user identities, it does not need to assign permissions and roles to users and it does not 
need to have a complex engine to determine on-the-spot authorisation – it only needs to see whether the 
access token contains the required authorisation or not. 

Registering the smartlock 

When Patrick fixes the smartlock onto her front door, Patrick connects it to the Internet. 

 

As soon as the smartlock senses a connection the Internet, it will attempt to register itself using 
secret keys that were loaded during its fabrication process. 

So what? 

miaa® Access enables a fully automated process for devices to register their secret keys and to 
protect their communication with the IoT platform. The IoT device registers and logs in in a similar 
way as end users do. And with the same high level of trust and resilience against malicious attacks. 
And by adopting industry standards, miaa Access makes the security fully interoperable and less 
dependent on technology choices. 
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D For the techies. 

As soon as the smartlock has a working Internet connection, it will start enrolling itself to jLock’s IoT platform. 
This self-enrolment process is a fully automated procedure. The following is an illustration of how this dynamic 
client registration procedure may unfold: 

• the smartlock uses a discovery protocol to connect to miaa Access and it will post its unique ID to 
miaa Access 

• miaa Access will then check the unique ID against the ERP of jLock Inc. 
• if the ERP confirms its validity, the smartlock will receive its initial device_client_id & device_secret. 

These are key identifiers that will allow the device to be identified within jLock’s network of devices. 

Compared to traditional access control models, a key differentiator of miaa Access is that it considers an 
appliance (the IoT device) to have its own identity and stores this in the identity management platform. That 
way, miaa Access can manage the access of the multiple users to the appliance, whereas, in a traditional set 
up the identity and access of users must be managed by the IoT platform. Since the IoT platform specialises in 
managing devices and does not specialise in interacting with end users, it is typically not able to offer self-
administration the way miaa Access does. As a consequence, installers are often asked to administer the users 
on behalf of the owner. 

In this case study, the smartlock is connected to the Internet and thus a so-called connected device. The model 
of miaa Access also applies to non-connected devices. Of course, in this case the self-enrolment will not work. 
All other functionality, however, still works making miaa Access very unique. 

For miaa Access to be able to run this automated enrolment process using OAuth 2.0, the smartlock needs to 
be compatible with HTTPS. This means that if the IoT device supports HTTPS then miaa Access can run the 
enrolment process. If the device uses proprietary protocols then the IoT platform must run the enrolment 
process itself using its preferred protocol. 

Handing over control of the smartlock 

It is obviously not Patrick who will always open the door for An. He needs to allow An to also 
operate the smartlock.  

 

When Patrick is satisfied with the installation of the smartlock, he’ll start the hand-over procedure. 
Using the jLock Pro app, he ‘invites’ An to become the owner of the smartlock. This invitation can be 
sent via SMS or email. miaa Access will now create a relation from An’s user profile to the device’s 
identity. This relation is of type ‘is owner of’ and is set to ‘pending’ awaiting An’s acceptance of the 
invitation. 

Thank you! I can 
now operate my 

smartlock

Hello An, your smartlock is 
ready! I invited you
to take over control
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In order to accept Patrick’s invitation, An installs the consumer version of the jLock app, registers, 
and logs in to the app. Once logged in, An will see Patrick’s invitation in the app and when she 
accepts it, the status of her relation ‘is owner of’ changes to ‘active’. 

   

By accepting the invitation, possibly combined with accepting the corresponding terms & conditions 
and privacy consent, An has an ‘active’ relation. From now on, she will also be able to receive access 
tokens containing the authorisation to open the smartlock. 

The invitation mechanism of miaa Access ensures segregation of duties when establishing relations: 
an authorised person invites, while the invitee confirms. And by confirming, also the consent of the 
invitee can be recorded. Note that miaa Access also supports the reverse process - whereby An 
would enrol herself to become the owner the smartlock, after which Patrick can give his approval. 
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This process of hand-over also enables a strict segregation between the installation phase and the 
day-to-day usage of the smartlock. An will not want that Patrick can still operate the smartlock after 
he left. 

 

Once miaa Access has set An’s relation with the smartlock to ‘active’, Patrick will no longer be able 
to operate the smartlock. This is because the security policy executed by miaa Access will determine 
that there is a user with an active ‘is owner of’ relation, so that any user with the relation ‘is 
installer of’ will no longer receive access tokens with authorisation to open the lock. 

So what? 

miaa® Access enables an intuitive process for handing-over security control: the installer and the 
owner only need to understand their relationship with the smartlock. No difficult to understand 
user settings and permissions to set. Furthermore, miaa Access enables the owner to obtain full 
control of her device, while the locksmith can no longer operate the smartlock. 

D For the techies. 

miaa Access is able to simultaneously grant access to An and restrict Patrick’s access through its unique Person 
& Policy driven access model. In this use case, miaa Access (in line with jLock’s business requirements) 
inscribed a rule-condition that as soon as a user with the relation ‘is owner of…’ to the smartlock is created 
and confirmed, a user with the relation ‘installer of…’ can no longer operate it. 

As outlined above, before access of the smartlock is granted to any user, the IoT platform will always check the 
validity of the user’s access token. So, should Patrick try to operate the smartlock after he has handed over 
control to An, miaa Access will check multiple conditions before issuing an access token to Patrick: 

1. does Patrick have an active relation with the smartlock? Yes 
2. since Patrick has the relation ‘is installer of’, is he a certified installer? Yes 
3. since Patrick has done a hand-over to An, is he still waiting for An’s acceptance? No 

Since the last condition is ‘No’, Patrick will not receive authorisation to operate the smartlock. The app of all 
users will periodically automatically refresh the access tokens. With every refresh, miaa Access will re-evaluate 
the security policy and determine which authorisations it grants to the user. The security policy can be set as to 
how ‘fresh’ valid access token need to be in order to be granted access. 

Sharing control of the smartlock 

An wants her partner Peter to also be able to operate the smartlock by himself. To do so, An will 
invite Peter as co-owner with the same rights. 

is installer of…

is owner of…
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Once Peter installs the app, registers, logs in, and accepts An’s invitation, his app can operate the 
smartlock. During this process Peter receives a user profile with the relation ‘is co-owner of…’ to the 
smartlock. 

   

Peter will now share the same rights as An. This means that both An and Peter can operate the 
smartlock and they can both invite and grant access to others to their apartment. 

Now that Peter has full access to the smartlock, let’s imagine Peter wants their babysitter Ruth, to 
watch over the kids before An and Peter arrive home. 

Thank you! I can 
now operate our 

smartlock.

Hello Peter! I invited you
as my partner so you can 

control our smartlock, too.
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To grant Ruth access, Peter will invite Ruth as a visitor and set a timeframe. Ruth can then install the 
app, register, log in, and accept Peter’s invitation. That will allow her to operate the smartlock and 
gain entrance to their apartment and watch over the kids during the set timeframe. 

So what? 

miaa® Access enables access to be shared with family members and even with visitors on a 
temporary basis. The process of sharing access is very intuitive and can easily be executed by the 
average user. The device itself does not need to be touched and no complex settings need to be 
managed. 

D For the techies. 

miaa Access assigns the relation ‘is visitor of…’ attributed to Ruth’s profile. A user that has such relation will 
obviously not have the same rights as an owner or co-owner. For example, Ruth will not be able to invite 
others. miaa Access actually executes its rules engine each time it issues tokens to the app of the user. That 
way it re-evaluates the authorisation before the smartlock is operated. 

Conclusion 

Users of smart devices are highly concerned with security issues regarding their devices. Key issues 
include how access can be shared with other users and how their personal data is stored and 
processed. Owners of devices such as smartlocks are especially sensitive to security and safety 
issues and will only adopt one should they be able to count on high levels of security, robustness, 
continuous-on processing and respect for their privacy by the smartlock vendor. 

On the vendor side, manufacturers of smart devices want to offer their customers a user-friendly 
experience. However, the traditional methods that are used today to run IoT devices struggle to 
provide a solution that is both highly secure yet user-friendly. 

This case study has demonstrated that miaa Access’ unique Person & Policy driven access model 
responds to these needs. The self-administration process delivered by miaa Access means that 
users can share and restrict other users’ access without any need for back-office or installer’s 
involvement. Furthermore, miaa Access’s self-administration functionality means that users have 
greater control over their consent. 

is installer of…

is owner of…

is visitor of…

is co-owner of…
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These key features mean that jLock can truly deliver a user-centric experience: 

• for Patrick, this means an easy installation procedure and a simple hand-over to An without 
complicated user management; 

• For An, this means that she’s safe in the knowledge that she alone is in full control of the 
smartlock while she can easily share and withdraw access to other users; 

• For Peter, this means that he can easily receive full access to their home without needing to 
be present during the initial installation by Patrick; 

• For Ruth, this means that she can easily enter An’s apartment to watch over the kids even 
when An and Peter are gone. 


